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                                                    [image: DDJNL2525M15-T]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                DDJNL2525M15-T

                                                
                                                    Tool holder for external turning. Left version. De                                                

                                                
                                                	 €39.90€82.80 -52%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: AHX640S-063A05AR]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                AHX640S-063A05AR

                                                
                                                    This AHX640 cuttind head is for unique 14 cornered                                                

                                                
                                                	 €199.00€491.00 -59%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: MPMHVD0400]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                MPMHVD0400

                                                
                                                    End mill, medium cut length, 4 flute. Flute irregu                                                

                                                
                                                	 €21.59€50.80 -58%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: BA10025]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                BA10025

                                                
                                                    Depth digital dial indicator. Measuring rande 0-25                                                

                                                
                                                	 €175.00€194.00 -10%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: DNMG150608-MP MC6015]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                DNMG150608-MP MC6015

                                                
                                                    A turning insert designed for medium machining ste                                                

                                                
                                                	 €5.15€16.10 -68%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: GYHL2525M00-M25L]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                GYHL2525M00-M25L

                                                
                                                    GY series parting and grooving lathe holder for ex                                                

                                                
                                                	 €49.00€98.20 -50%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: GYM25LA-G14]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                GYM25LA-G14

                                                
                                                    GY blade (locator) for grooving and parting off, u                                                

                                                
                                                	 €44.00€88.30 -50%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: WSX445-100B10AR]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                WSX445-100B10AR

                                                
                                                    Indexable face milling cutter. New double sided "Z                                                

                                                
                                                	 €369.00€831.00 -56%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: AA020150P]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                AA020150P

                                                
                                                    Digital caliper. Measuring range 150 mm. Resolutio                                                

                                                
                                                	 €50.00€60.00 -17%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: DNMG150608-MA MC7025]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                DNMG150608-MA MC7025

                                                
                                                    A turning insert designed for machining stainless                                                 

                                                
                                                	 €5.15€16.10 -68%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: MMTER2525M22-C]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                MMTER2525M22-C

                                                
                                                    Tool holder for external threading. Right version.                                                

                                                
                                                	 €81.00€132.00 -39%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: STAWN1220TH VP15TF]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                STAWN1220TH VP15TF

                                                
                                                    Drilling carbide insert about the diameter 12,20 m                                                

                                                
                                                	 €45.88€79.10 -42%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: SNMU140812ANER-M MP6120]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                SNMU140812ANER-M MP6120

                                                
                                                    Double-sided DOUBLE inserts have sharp edges cutti                                                

                                                
                                                	 €5.99€16.50 -64%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: GY2M0300F030N-GM VP20RT]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                GY2M0300F030N-GM VP20RT

                                                
                                                    GY system turning insert for grooving and parting                                                 

                                                
                                                	 €8.50€22.80 -63%                                                
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                                                Sale

                                            
                                                DNMG150608-MP MC6025

                                                
                                                    A turning insert designed for medium machining ste                                                

                                                
                                                	 €5.15€16.10 -68%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: VFHVRBD0400R10N012]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                VFHVRBD0400R10N012

                                                
                                                    Solid carbide End Mill with Impact Miracle Coating                                                

                                                
                                                	 €58.43€91.30 -36%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: MVX2300X3F32]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                MVX2300X3F32

                                                
                                                    Indexable drill with inclined coolant through hole                                                

                                                
                                                	 €189.00€394.00 -52%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: MVX2900X3F32]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                MVX2900X3F32

                                                
                                                    Indexable drill with inclined coolant through hole                                                

                                                
                                                	 €210.00€453.00 -54%                                                
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                                                Sale

                                            
                                                WSX445-040A04AR

                                                
                                                    Indexable face milling cutter. New double sided "Z                                                

                                                
                                                	 €159.99€343.00 -53%                                                
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                                                Sale

                                            
                                                DNMG150612-MP UE6105

                                                
                                                    A turning insert designed for medium machining ste                                                

                                                
                                                	 €5.47€16.10 -66%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: MPMHVD0300]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                MPMHVD0300

                                                
                                                    End mill, medium cut length, 4 flute. Flute irregu                                                

                                                
                                                	 €21.59€50.80 -58%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: WNMG080408-MA UE6020]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                WNMG080408-MA UE6020

                                                
                                                    Mitsubishi turning insert for medium machining ste                                                

                                                
                                                	 €3.89€11.80 -67%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: WNMG080408-MP MC6015]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                WNMG080408-MP  MC6015

                                                
                                                    Mitsubishi turning insert for medium machining ste                                                

                                                
                                                	 €4.44€12.90 -66%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: GYM25LA-D12]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                GYM25LA-D12

                                                
                                                    GY blade (locator) for grooving and parting off, u                                                

                                                
                                                	 €44.00€88.30 -50%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: AA022150]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                AA022150

                                                
                                                    Digital caliper. Measuring range 150 mm. Resolutio                                                

                                                
                                                	 €30.00€36.00 -17%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: WNMG080408-MP MC6025]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                WNMG080408-MP  MC6025

                                                
                                                    Mitsubishi turning insert for medium machining ste                                                

                                                
                                                	 €4.50€12.50 -64%                                                
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                                                Sale

                                            
                                                PCLNL2525M12

                                                
                                                    Tool holder for external turning. Left version. De                                                

                                                
                                                	 €29.90€82.80 -64%                                                
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                                                Sale

                                            
                                                STAWN1020TH VP15TF

                                                
                                                    Drilling carbide insert about the diameter 10,20 m                                                

                                                
                                                	 €44.33€74.70 -41%                                                
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                                                Sale

                                            
                                                WSX445-050A05AR

                                                
                                                    Indexable face milling cutter. New double sided "Z                                                

                                                
                                                	 €189.00€430.00 -56%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: WSX445-080A04AR]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                WSX445-080A04AR

                                                
                                                    Indexable face milling cutter. New double sided "Z                                                

                                                
                                                	 €199.00€435.00 -54%                                                
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                                                Sale

                                            
                                                GYM25RA-G14

                                                
                                                    GY blade (locator) for grooving and parting off, u                                                

                                                
                                                	 €44.00€88.30 -50%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: MPMHVD0500]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                MPMHVD0500

                                                
                                                    End mill, medium cut length, 4 flute. Flute irregu                                                

                                                
                                                	 €24.95€55.10 -55%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: DWLNR2525M08]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                DWLNR2525M08

                                                
                                                    Tool holder for external turning. Right version.                                                

                                                
                                                	 €39.90€82.80 -52%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: WNMG080412-MK MC5015]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                WNMG080412-MK  MC5015

                                                
                                                    Mitsubishi turning insert for medium machining cas                                                

                                                
                                                	 €4.15€12.50 -67%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: SNMU140812ANER-M MP9120]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                SNMU140812ANER-M MP9120

                                                
                                                    Double-sided DOUBLE inserts have sharp edges cutti                                                

                                                
                                                	 €5.99€16.50 -64%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: MVX2100X3F32]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                MVX2100X3F32

                                                
                                                    Indexable drill with inclined coolant through hole                                                

                                                
                                                	 €189.00€394.00 -52%                                                

                                            

                                          

                                        
	
                                        
                                                
                                                    [image: MPMHVD0600]                                                

                                                Sale

                                            
                                                MPMHVD0600

                                                
                                                    End mill, medium cut length, 4 flute. Flute irregu                                                

                                                
                                                	 €27.10€55.10 -51%                                                
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                                                Sale

                                            
                                                GYM25RA-D20

                                                
                                                    GY blade (locator) for grooving and parting off, u                                                

                                                
                                                	 €59.90€88.30 -32%                                                
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	Shipping & Returns
        
            
           
                
                    Shipping

                


                
      		     The delivery of goods is carried in Poland, the European Union, Great Britain and selected countries outside the European Union and is carried out by the courier company DPD or DHL.

Delivery of goods to the recipient from Poland for orders over €499,00 is free and carried out by the route chosen by the Ordering Party during the ordering process.
Below this amount, the shipping costs are covered by the Ordering Party, in accordance with the table presented in the shipping cost estimator.

For recipients from outside Poland, the delivery of goods for orders over €499,00 is free and carried out by the route chosen by the Ordering Party during the ordering process.
Below this amount, the shipping costs are covered by the Ordering Party, in accordance with the table presented in the shipping cost estimator.
             
                

       
                
                      Returns

				

				
      		     The return is allowed only in the case of unchanged goods and applies only to CONSUMERS (i.e. natural persons, not conducting business activity).
The deadline for the return is 14 days from the receipt of the goods by the Ordering Party.
The ordering party should send the goods to the address of the company MaXXaM SP. z o.o. on the page
www.maxxam.com.pl.
The Orderer shall bear the costs of delivering the returned goods.
The company MaXXaM Sp. z o.o. within 14 days of receiving the returned goods, he will return the money to the account of the Ordering Party from which the payment was made. 
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